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"My immediate family doesn't believe that women travel solo. They
don't get why anyone would want to, so they don't think I should."

SheGoes Solo Travel presents:

A single quote from an anonymous woman inspired me to create this resource. She said: 

Female solo travelers (FSTs) are still relatively rare. One contributing factor for this is that
many people—like the family of the woman quoted above—have never heard of it,
disapprove of it, or think it's improper, inappropriate, or impossible. 
 
Their negative attitude towards the subject might seep into our own minds, making us feel
like we can't or shouldn't explore the world on our own.
 
That's why I've collected 15 pieces of proof that women DO travel solo and love it, even
when personal circumstances make it extra difficult. They're called Efia, Taslima, Alina,
Josephine, Ashley, Noopur, Michele, Gemma, Kefaya, Nicole, Carla, Sarah, Masuma, Akii, 
and Jéssika.
 
What unites this beautiful, diverse group of women is their adventurous spirits and love for
exploration. Other than that, you're about to find out that successful FSTs come from all
over the world, and from all kinds of backgrounds and circumstances.
 
The obstacles and fears they've overcome to travel solo are just as diverse. Some
circumstances are more limiting than others, and only you know whether your situation will
allow for solo travel at this time. However, I hope these stories show you that you're capable
of more than you think. I believe you'll be as inspired and honored to read them as I was.
 
Angela
SheGoes Founder

https://www.shegoessolotravel.com/


Efia 
I'm amazed and inspired by Effy's focus on gratitude, even after the hardships
she's been through. She's taken nine solo trips across Asia and the US and now
lives in Australia, but it didn't come easy. Efia was orphaned at 14. The
depression and anxiety she consequently battled before her first solo trip often
kept her from even leaving the house. So now, "to be out there, out here,
exploring the world? It's everything I've ever wanted and more," says Effy. Solo
travel has taught her "to be my own best friend. I've completely fallen in love
with the person I am today," she says. Next solo trip: New Zealand!

 Scotland     Australia   IG: @effyshowslife

Proof That Women Travel Solo

Finding self-love through solo travel

SheGoes is a community. We're bound together by our love for international exploration, and we
draw the strength and inspiration to continue to adventure from each other. Please support your
sisters and give them a follow and some love on their Instagrams, listed next to each one's name.
You'll also see a        symbol to designate where each woman is from, and    for where she lives now.
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Taslima 
Taslima explained to me that in the Muslim Asian culture she was raised in,
"you're given the notion that you can travel after marriage, with your husband,
and that women shouldn’t travel alone." When she reached her 30s and found
most of her friends married and busy with their families, however, she used
encouragement from a work colleague to take her first solo trip. "I could either
wait around for friends and family to be available to organise a trip away
somewhere, or I could go it alone," she told herself. She started with a long
weekend close to home to test the waters, and after: "I kicked myself as to why
I didn’t start taking solo adventures earlier!" She's now traveled by herself 10
times. Next solo trip: Algeria!

Bangladesh    England   IG: @taslimaferdous
Breaking cultural norms to travel solo, and the importance of supportive friends

Alina
Alina isn't the first solo traveler who followed her heart abroad, and she won't
be the last! The first trip she took alone began as tentative plans to visit her
long-distance girlfriend who lived in Europe, but the two broke up before the
trip could become a reality. Alina couldn't put the idea of exploring Europe out
of her head, however, so she made it a solo trip—and loved it! Since then, she's
traveled by herself sixteen times, and she loves the freedom it gives her to
make her own plans. Though she considers herself to be an introvert, she's
discovered a passion for exploring the world solo and connecting with others
from around the globe as she goes. Next solo trip: Marrakech! 

Mexico       IG: @alina_pineda
On following your heart abroad
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Ashley 
Maybe you've been to a restaurant or movie alone, but how about a theme
park? Ashley's first solo trip was to Disney World when a friend she had
planned to go with canceled. Her thoughts immediately after were, "Why
don't I do this more often?!" It hasn't always been sunshine and Mickey Mouse
ears for Ashley, though. Her parents didn't support her decision to travel solo.
Now, she has a husband and friends who do, but she was her own support
system when she started out. As a mental health nurse and a professor,
Ashley now aims to teach others how solo travel can support your mental
health. Next solo trip: Morocco and Tanzania!

USA  IG: @ohdarlingletsseetheworld
On support systems: being your own, then building one
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Josephine Wales   IG: @vegan_endo_traveller
Vegan adventurer faces chronic illness head on to pursue long-term solo travel
Solo travel is challenging in any circumstance, but some FSTs have especially
difficult factors to deal with on the road. In Josephine's case, endometriosis—
a chronic, debilitating illness—is her unfortunate travel companion. Before
her first solo trip, she was hospitalized with complications for half a year and
was severely underweight. Perfectly embodying the FST spirit, however, she
was able to make major strides in recovery—enough to run the London
marathon six months later. The next day, she booked a ticket for a two-month
solo trip which turned into a 2.5-year trip—and she's still going! This long-
term traveler shows us that, though not always easy, solo exploring is
possible even in the face of obstacles. Next solo trip: Maybe Turkey, Israel,
and Jordan!

Noopur
Many of us know the pain of not having our decision to travel solo be
supported by close family and friends, but far fewer know how it feels to have
it be forbidden. When Noopur's parents told her they wouldn't allow her to
travel alone, she left for her first official solo trip without telling anyone. Her
drive to experience the world independently is what makes Noopur's story so
incredible. She's also a great example of a career-oriented woman who still
makes solo travel a priority. Though she works full time as a chartered
accountant, she says she "never spends a weekend without traveling." Next
solo trip: Hampi, India!

India          IG: @rovinglegs
Feeling the pull towards solo travel so strongly that nothing and no one could stop her
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Michele shared her favorite lesson learned from solo travel with me, and I
think it's a great one: "That I love being with myself and I’m smart enough to
figure out any problem." It's the freedom of "being on your own timetable" that
she loves most about traveling alone. She's working on becoming a digital
nomad so she can continue her solo travels, but there's another timetable at
play that she has to work with. Michele is fighting cancer, and she has to take
her monthly chemotherapy sessions into account when planning a trip. She had
a beautiful comment to share about her experiences: "I’m just living my best
life, trying to not waste another day." Next solo trip: TBD, but maybe Ecuador,
Peru, or Vietnam!

Her handle says it best: Michele is an incredibly brave, inspiring, solo-traveling cancer warrior
Michele USA   IG: @solotravelingcancerwarrior
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Kefaya 
Coming from "an overprotective, conservative, and traditional family" did not
stop Kefaya from traveling solo. After exploring Malaysia for two months at 18,
she's since taken more than eight solo trips! In her psychology studies, she
learned "that self-love is key," which is what empowered her to find
independence through solo travel. Being a female solo traveler from the Middle
East—where women traveling alone is especially uncommon, explains Kefaya—
isn’t the only reason her travel style is out of the ordinary. Where she comes
from, budget backpacking is also almost unheard of. So the fact that she likes to
explore third-world countries this way, by herself, makes her truly stand out.
People admire her courage for breaking the norm, and she’s proud to represent
and inspire women in her community. She believes that no matter who you are,
solo travel "brings out the best in you!" Next solo trip: Nepal and India!

East Africa      Lebanon   IG: @kefa.ahmed
Breaking glass ceilings for female Hijabi travelers

Gemma values the freedom to make her own schedule when solo traveling
perhaps more than most! As an early bird, she loves to get out and explore a
new city when it's just waking up. Plus, her 9-5 job in banking keeps her busy, so
time spent traveling is all the more precious to her. After one too many sunrises
missed waiting for a travel partner to wake up, she decided to strike out on her
own. We all know that work-travel balance isn't easy, but Gemma makes it
happen by exploring the beauty of her own country with solo day trips and road
trips. Next solo trip: Maybe Greece!

Gemma Australia      IG: @introvert.travel
An early-bird introvert who uses solo travel to maximize free time outside of her 9-5 job
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Carla 
We travel solo to celebrate, and we travel solo to mourn. Carla told me about
the one fateful day that led to her decision to take her first solo trip: All in the
span of 24 hours, she went through a breakup, suffered the loss of a family
member, and quit her job. She's taken six solo trips now, and it's "the freedom
to do whatever I want, whenever I want" that keeps her hooked on solo travel.
Her words of wisdom for aspiring FSTs: "Trust me, we are capable of more
things than we give ourselves credit for." Next solo trip: Bali!

Philippines   IG: @catchingcarla
When everything in her life changed at once, Carla hit the road solo to reset

Sarah 
It's not uncommon for introverts to carry extra anxiety about solo travel.
That's how Sarah, self described as "very shy and introverted" felt before her
first solo trip: "I stress out about feeling awkward and alone." The good news:
"I've surprised myself every time and have managed to come out of my shell,
meet new people, and have unexpected adventures!" Sarah shows us that
there's no "right" personality type needed to thrive in the world of solo travel.  
Not only did it teach her she's capable of more than she thought, but also that
"I enjoy my own company!" Though she works as a licensed attorney in New
York, she still finds time for amazing solo travels. Next solo trip: Japan,
Argentina, or Greece!

USA          IG: @houseofwend
Self-described "very shy" introvert learns to enjoy solo travel in her own way

Nicole
Nicole took her first solo trip—Costa Rica—at 40 because "I wanted proof that
you're never too old to try something new!" From local weekend trips to
getaways abroad, she was able to travel in some way every month last year—
and all solo but one! Nicole explains how proud she is to represent three
diverse groups of travelers: women over 40, plus-size women, and black
travelers. "I've visited countries that have never seen black people. People
would line up to take pictures with me. I also like to try adventurous activities to
prove that plus-size women can do anything. I've done zip lining in the
rainforest in Costa Rica, and over Niagara Falls; I've gone to a nudist resort; I've
swam with stingrays. Life doesn't end after 40!" Next solo trip: TBD!

Representing women over 40, black travelers, and plus-sized women in the solo-travel community
    Canada      IG: @ nikkiworldboss
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Akii
After leaving home at 16 due to family violence and then suffering a string of
abusive relationships, Akii welcomed a new chapter of her life by taking the
plunge and moving to Japan by herself, where she knew no one and didn't
speak the language. It was then that she began to "learn how to be alone and
realise my strengths!" She's now traveled solo nine times, and believes every
woman should try it at least once. Akii has become a vibrant, confident solo
explorer, but her travels don't come without ongoing challenges. She lives with
"many (invisible) disabilities and chronic conditions.” She suffers daily pain and
needs frequent medical intervention. Her amazing take: "Some days life is so
overwhelmingly hard but I know what makes me happy—travel, and the
freedom and joy it brings me. So I do it because if I’m going to be in pain
anyway, I might as well be doing what I love somewhere amazing, right?" Next
solo trip: Maybe Cambodia!

Australia    IG: @adventuress.akii
Welcoming a new phase of life with solo travel, despite chronic pain and disability

Jéssika
Jéssika's favorite part about solo travel is gaining self-knowledge, which is
what led her in a new career direction after seven years. Through traveling
solo to several of her 32 countries visited so far, Jéssika has fallen in love with
volunteering abroad. "I've found that volunteer work allows me to discover
the essence of a country—and to connect with its people—like nothing else."
She's now an Aid Worker, ESL instructor, and aspiring travel blogger, and is
currently solo traveling and volunteering in Asia. The beautiful lesson she's
learned from solo travel: "That I am much more capable of achieving things
than I thought I was." Next solo trip: Vietnam!

Brazil          IG: @theglobalpaths
Building confidence and finding her passion through solo travel and volunteering
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Masuma 
Masuma's favorite lesson she's learned from solo travel is really striking:
"Being open to learning and hardships"—and she knows a thing or two about
both. After suffering through a traumatic and isolating divorce as well as
several bouts of depression, Masuma says, "I knew I needed to find myself in a
different way." This brave woman doesn't hold back—she dove headfirst into
solo travel. Her first trip alone was a trek up Mt. Kilimanjaro! "It changed
everything in me," she says. Next solo trip: India!

    Tanzania   IG: @masuma_somji
From divorce and depression to healing and growth through solo travel
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Statistics for Our 15 FSTs

Age range Fears before first solo trip

Motivation for first solo trip

Close family and friends did
not support their decision to
travel solo

Personality style

18-23

24-29

30-35

47.1%

logistics/problem
solving alone 

loneliness/making friends

safety

money/budgeting

general fear of the
unknown

simply wanted to
explore the world

independently

travel partner canceled

other

FSTs are everywhere! Here's where our 15 are from.
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couldn't find
anyone to go with 

 
43%

 
39%

 
18%

extrovert
18%

introvert
43%

both
39%

36+

35.3%

5.9%

11.7%

10 votes

8 votes

homesickness

8 votes

7 votes

6 votes

2 votes
76%
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Key Takeaways

These 15 inspiring stories show that:

Solo travel calls on certain skills we don't always have to use in daily life. You'll discover abilities

you never knew you had. It's exactly why I feel that every woman should try solo travel at least

once in her life, even if it's just a weekend in the next town over. Give it a try in some way just to

prove to yourself that you can do it, and see how your perspective on your own abilities shifts.
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Solo travel will teach you that you're capable of more than you think.

Any endeavor is easier with a support system, and solo travel is no exception. However, several of

these women have showed us that it is possible to assert your independence through travel even if

those closest to you don't approve. Plus, don't forget that the SheGoes community is here to

support you always in your decision to explore alone, no matter what!

Almost every woman I interviewed for this project talked about the freedom as their favorite

part of solo travel. Once you get used to spending time completely on your own terms, making

every decision based on how you feel in the moment, it's hard to go back!

Traveling solo is not meant to be easy, even in the best circumstances. It's a challenge, and that's

precisely what makes it so impactful and rewarding. That's why I've designed the SheGoes course,

so you have support and can build confidence and skills before you depart!

Solo travel without support from family, friends, and community is possible.

Solo travel becomes addictive.

Solo travel isn't easy.

Solo travel can be healing.
Every situation is unique, but these women show us that solo travel can often be therapy for

healing from trauma, heartbreak, or stress. The combination of extended time alone for self

reflection + building confidence + seeing the beauty of the world and its diverse people seems to

be a great recipe for healing and promoting self-love and acceptance.

Solo travel isn't just for outgoing extroverts.
The introvert/extrovert/ambivert classification was split in this group of women, which I find so

fantastic. Although introverts will build skills in forming new connections and extroverts will learn

to appreciate time alone, these results prove that no personality is the "wrong type" for solo travel.
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